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I can show you the world*

*Disclaimer: except the United States



Local turmoil



Local health policy paradigm shifts



Fake news



Increasing political polarisation driven by social media







“We wanted 

hoverboards and flying 
cars, instead we got 140 
characters.”

- Pieter Thiel

“People are mistaken when they think that 

technology just automatically improves. It only 
improves if a lot of people work very hard to make 
it better and actually it will, I think, by itself 
degrade…

Look at great civilizations like Ancient Egypt, and 
they were able to make the pyramids, and the 
Romans built these incredible aqueducts.
…And they forgot how to do that.”   

- Elon Musk



It was the best of times, 

it was the worst of times



Exciting (and scary) advances

Designer babies Neon bunny CRISPR/Cas9 Growing a human liver



“A person riding a motorcycle 

on a dirt road”



“A group of young 

people playing a 

game of Frisbee”



xkcd.com



Conventional AI advances





Artificial intelligence and the “singularity”

Can Artificial Intelligence influence sentiment and politics and elections?

There is no human being alive today who can explain how Google delivers 

search results

Online dating systems pair up humans using learning algorithms

(Sam Altman, president of Y-combinator)



Where data analytics got it right



“Big data”

Demographics 
FACTUAL

Age, gender, ethnicity, 
religion, income, home 

owner, geography

Psychographics
ATTITUDINAL

Advertising resonance, 
Automotive data, consumer 
data, lifestyle data, cellular 

data





Targeted communication



Targeted advertising
Neurotic, conscientious Conservative, agreeable

The second amendment isn’t just a 
right.  It’s an insurance policy.

From father to son.
Since the birth of our nation.



Your digital footprint

http://applymagicsauce.com



An onslaught of data



Data, data, data

Getting it wrong can be disastrous

Getting it right can propel an underdog to victory



Please note

dialogues 2017

This presentation is incomplete 
without the accompanying narrative




